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Introduction
Aqueous solutions of amines are frequently used for the removal of acid gases, such as CO 2 and H 2 S, from a variety of gas streams. In particular, aqueous solutions of alkanolamines and blends of alkanolamines are widely applied in gas treating. 1 Recently, blends of a primary or secondary (alkanol)amine with an aqueous solution of a tertiary (alkanol)amine have found application in the removal and absorption of CO 2 due to higher reaction rates and lower heats of regeneration in the desorber section. There is a growing interest in the use of piperazine (PZ) blended with aqueous solutions of N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) as a tertiary alkanolamine for gas treating processes. This type of solution is also called the activated MDEA solvent. PZ is known as the activator or promotor and enhances the reactivity toward CO 2 , whereas MDEA contributes to the lower heats of regeneration. In these solvents, the concentration of MDEA is usually kept at about (3 to 4) mol · dm -3 , and typically a maximum PZ concentration of about 1.0 mol · dm -3 is applied. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Knowledge of diffusion coefficients is needed for the design of absorbers and desorbers in a commercial CO 2 capture plant, as they are related to the mass transfer coefficients. They are also essential for a correct and accurate interpretation of many (laboratory scale) absorption rate experiments, e.g., the experiments aimed at the determination of the intrinsic kinetics in a gas-liquid process. The diffusion coefficients of N 2 O in aqueous PZ solutions are presented in this work, and these values can be used to estimate the diffusion of CO 2 in aqueous PZ solutions by means of the "N 2 O analogy".
Measurements of gas diffusivities in liquids have previously, in large part, been carried out with the use of experimental techniques like laminar liquid jet, diaphragm cell, and wetted wall absorber. The Taylor dispersion technique has primarily been used to determine liquid diffusivities in liquid systems. However, some literature sources have reported gas diffusivities in liquids using the Taylor dispersion technique. 7, 8 These literature sources determined the diffusivity of gases in single component liquids, e.g., the N 2 O + H 2 O system. In the present work, diffusivities of a gas in binary liquid mixtures are determined, e.g., the N 2 O + (PZ + H 2 O) system. These types of chemical systems contain three compounds, e.g., N 2 O, PZ, and H 2 O, and there are experimental challenges with these types of systems when determining diffusivities using the Taylor dispersion technique. The advantages of using the Taylor dispersion technique over the other experimental techniques mentioned are the fast measuring time, readily automation of the setup, possibility of measurements at elevated temperatures and/or pressures, and that the setup consists of standard HPLC components.
Theory and Experimental Procedures
The diffusivities were determined using the Taylor dispersion technique. A square pulse of a solute solution was injected into a solvent solution showing laminar flow through a capillary tube. The solute solution contained the same amounts of liquid components as the solvent, but with additional N 2 O gas absorbed. As an example, for measurements of N 2 O diffusivity in an aqueous PZ solution of 1.0 mol · dm -3 , the solute and solvent solution would contain 1.0 mol · dm -3 PZ. The solute solution would additionally contain N 2 O gas absorbed, and a square pulse of this solution would be injected into the flowing solvent solution. The combined action of axial convection and radial and axial molecular diffusion will eventually change the shape of the solute pulse into a Gaussian shaped curve. The theory and mathematical description of such a measurement have been described in detail by Taylor 9,10 and Aris.
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The experimental setup used is shown schematically in Figure 1 . Two vessels containing the solute solution and the solvent solution were kept under a constant 5 · 10 2 kPa pressure of saturated helium to create a constant flow of the solute and solvent solution. Saturated helium was used to prevent any concentration changes in the solute and solvent solution as the liquid level in the two closed vessels containing the solutions decreased during a measurement due to the solution outflow. Introduction of a solute square pulse was done by switching an air-actuated six-way valve back and forth within a few seconds. The capillary tube was elliptical coiled and placed in a water bath for temperature control. The flow velocity was controlled with mass flow controllers (Rosemount Flowmega 5881), located behind the refractive index (RI) detector (Varian 350 RI) and the sixway pulse valve to obtain a constant pulsation-free solute and solvent solution flow throughout the measurement. To avoid bubble formation from the absorbed gas and a disturbance of the laminar fluid flow profile, especially at higher temperatures, pressure reducers were located behind the RI detector and the six-way pulse valve. These reducers pressurized the fluids inside the tubing to 4 · 10 2 kPa. The influence of the pressure on the diffusion coefficients can be neglected for the pressure applied. 12, 13 Prior to each experiment, both the solute and the solvent solution were degassed by applying a vacuum for a while, and N 2 O was further absorbed into the solute solution by bubbling the gas up to 1.5 · 10 2 kPa into the closed vessel containing the solution. The vessels were kept at room temperature (298.15 K) at all times, and the concentration of N 2 O in the solute solution was determined based on the solubility of N 2 O in aqueous PZ solutions 14 and the ideal gas law. A computer was connected to the setup for control and data acquisition. The output signal from the RI detector was recorded as a function of time and used to determine the diffusion coefficients. The RI detector showed a linear response to concentration changes of absorbed N 2 O in the solutions investigated. Depending on the residence time and the dispersion rate of the injected N 2 O pulse, the average concentration of the detected N 2 O was lower than the concentration of the N 2 O absorbed into the solute solution. The determined diffusivities are characterized to be at infinite dilution, since the average concentration of N 2 O in the injected pulse was in the order of 10 -3 mol · dm -3 . The dimensions of the experimental setup and the flow conditions are given in Table 1 .
A disturbance of the laminar fluid flow profile can occur due to the helical coiling of the tube. The varying path lengths traversed by the fluid at different radial positions in the tube and the secondary flows present in the flow can contribute additionally to the dispersion process. This topic has been extensively discussed by Alizadeh et al. 15 and Snijder et al. 16 To avoid this disturbance, the critical (De) 2 Sc was determined for each system. The dimensionless (De) 2 Sc number is defined as
where Re is the well-known Reynolds number and µ and F are the solvent viscosity and density. The other parameters are defined in Table 1 . The measurements had to be carried out at a value of (De) 2 Sc lower than the critical one. c m ) Figure 3 shows a dimensionless recorded experimental result from a N 2 O + (PZ + H 2 O) system. It is shown that a combination of two pulses appears. The degassed solvent and solute solutions used were prepared containing a specific and equal concentration of PZ. N 2 O was further absorbed into the solute solution as aforementioned. As N 2 O is absorbed into the solution, a small liquid volume increase takes place because of the volume occupied by the N 2 O molecules. Consequently, the concentration of PZ is decreased in the solute solution, as compared to the solvent solution. The "negative" peak in Figure 3 must be attributed to this phenomena. The "positive" peak is the effect of the N 2 O present in the solution.
A RI detector shows a higher sensitivity toward concentration changes of liquid compounds than concentration changes of absorbed gas compounds in the fluid under investigation. This leads to an amplification of the recorded RI signal from concentration changes of liquid compounds relative to concentration changes of absorbed gas compounds. The concentration peak responsible for the "negative" pulse in Figure 3 was found to be in the order of 10 -6 mol · dm -3 after calibration of a PZ + H 2 O system, whereas the "positive" peak was found to be in the order of 10 -3 mol · dm -3 . The concentration differences between the positive and negative peak are thus in the order of 10 3 mol · dm -3 , and the negative peak in Figure 3 appears to be larger than the actual in relation to the positive peak. As the dispersions of the positive and negative pulse are unequal, apparent molecular diffusion coefficients can be determined from the recorded experimental data by the principle of superposition. The total response of the RI detector is the sum of two separate Gaussian curves. The experimental measured result was fitted to eqs 5 to 7
where c m is the measured concentration profile, t is the time and Figure 3 through eq 7. The other parameters are defined in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
DiffusiWity of N 2 O in H 2 O. Measurements were conducted on the system N 2 O + H 2 O from (293 to 368) K to evaluate the accuracy of the equipment used. The critical (De) 2 Sc number was found to be 130 for this system. Figure 4 shows the experimental results of N 2 O diffusion in H 2 O, and the results are tabulated in Table 2 . The experimental uncertainty is estimated to be 10 %. The values are the average value of at least three measurements, and the reproducibility of the measurements is within 2 %. The concentration of N 2 O in the injected square pulse was calculated 14 to be 0.036 mol · dm . These results are presented in Table 3 . The experimental uncertainty is estimated to be 10 %, and the reproducibility is within 2 %. The critical (De) 2 Sc number 
A Stokes-Einstein logarithmic plot for the diffusivity of N 2 O in aqueous PZ solutions is shown in Figure 5 . The modified Stokes-Einstein relation can be used to calculate N 2 O diffusivities in aqueous PZ solutions satisfactorily from (293 to 333) K and up to approximately 1.4 mol · dm -3 for engineering purposes. The average and maximum absolute relative deviations between the experimental determined values and the calculated values are 3.0 % and 6.4 %, respectively. The diffusivity of CO 2 in an aqueous PZ solution can be estimated by the N 2 O analogy. 22 Diffusivities of N 2 O in aqueous PZ solutions have been reported by Samanta et al. 24 and Sun et al. 26 at (303 and 313) K. These data are compared to the results from the present work at (303.15 and 313.15) K in Figure 6 24 and Sun et al. 26 both used a wetted wall absorber to determine the diffusivities. Figure 6 shows that the method developed and described in the present work can be used to determine gas diffusivities in binary liquid systems with sufficient accuracy.
Conclusion
Gas diffusivities have been measured by the Taylor dispersion technique in a binary liquid system. The diffusivities of N 2 O in aqueous PZ solutions have been determined from (293 to 333) K and (0.3 to 1.4) mol · dm . The results have been compared to literature values determined with the use of experimental techniques different from the Taylor dispersion technique. The diffusivity of N 2 O in aqueous PZ solutions can be calculated with a modified Stokes-Einstein relation for engineering purposes. The results from the present work have an average and maximum deviation of 3.0 % and 6.4 % from the calculated values, whereas the results from the literature have an average deviation of up to 5.6 % for the results considered. As a result, the Taylor dispersion technique can be used as an experimental technique to determine gas diffusivities in binary liquid systems with sufficient accuracy.
